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How can LERG OnLine benefit 

By providing on-demand access to the latest 
data, you can minimize issues that arise 
by decisions that are made with outdated 
information. For example, LERG OnLine helps 
maximize customer satisfaction by:

• Ensuring each call is properly routed and 
completed. 

• Quickly troubleshooting call completion 
issues.

• Enabling better preparation for planned and 
unplanned events that affect performance 
and the customer experience. One example 
is quickly rerouting traffic when a hurricane 
damages infrastructure. Another is preparing 
for major events, such as the Super Bowl, 
which dramatically change traffic patterns and 
usage. 

LERG OnLine provides a variety of additional 
network maintenance and optimization benefits, 
including:

• Improving network planning.

• Supporting network maintenance and 
configuration changes.

• Preparing for changes to NPA-NXX codes, 
Thousands Blocks and new area codes/NPAs. 

Finally, LERG OnLine enables several financial and 
operational advantages, such as:

• Reducing operational costs, starting with 
eliminating the expense of developing and 
maintaining a custom tool for using LERG 
data.

• Preventing revenue loss by ensuring each call 
is properly routed and completed.

• Supporting research, such as identifying new 
business opportunities.

Examples of the data contained in 
the LERG includes:

• Operating company numbers, company names, 
routing contacts

• Country code assignments

• NPA information 

• LATA codes by region

• Destination codes

• Oddball NXXs (e.g., 911, 976)

• Switching entity record detail (e.g., equipment 
type, V&H coordinates)

• Rate center details (e.g., V&H coordinates) and 
localities (including county and postal codes)

• Switch homing arrangements (tandem and other 
switch-to-switch interconnections)

• Operator access tandem codes 
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Your business and your customers need to access and exchange
information simply, seamlessly and securely. iconectiv’s extensive
experience in information services and its unmatched numbering
intelligence helps you do just that. In fact, more than 2B people
count on our platforms each day to keep their networks, devices
and applications connected. Our cloud-based Software as
a Service (SaaS) solutions span network and operationsa Service (SaaS) solutions span network and operations
management, numbering, trusted communications and
fraud prevention. For more information, visit www.iconectiv.com.
Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.


